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Booker's Song

Rillian Mascini is one of the most knowledgeable mages in the world. Spending his days and
sometimes nights with his nose in a book has taught him magic and histories that few care to
remember. He has a passion for dragons that pulls him to learn all he can about them, including
their language. He is one of the last people left alive who can speak to the magnificent beasts.
Conwyn D'Aver is squad leader of the Dragon Riders. He will do whatever it takes to protect the
dragons and people he has given his oath to serve. Nothing is more important, and when Neela, his
personal dragon, is attacked, Conwyn is out for blood. He vows to find the threat and defeat it.
When an old spell book is found that gives a person the power to control all dragons, Conwyn will
do anything he can to keep it from getting into the wrong hands, even if that means teaming up with
the bookish Rillian to find a way to overcome the evil enemies who seek to gain the power. Together
with the dragons, the two men must find a way to protect everything they both love, but while doing
so, they risk losing their own hearts to each other. As their enemies seek to destroy them, they learn
that sometimes it takes love and trust to defeat the things we fear the most.
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I was so surprised when I saw this, I didn't realize Hannah Walker had a new book coming out. I
have been addicted to her books since I came across Demons Don't Dream. Since then I had read
all of her books and added her to my auto buy list.I didn't even read the blurb for this book. I saw it
and one clicked. And I am so glad I did. Dragons and magic, two of my favorite things. This has just
become another series I will be following I can tell you that.I loved the whole concept from start to
finish. This was something new and interesting. The world Hannah has made is full and lush with a
developed background. But the history was all given without being an info dump as some authors
do. There was a reason things were revealed and told.The characters whether they be either
human or dragon had great well developed personalities. There was so much going on and it
invested me into the romance as well as the conflict going on. I fell into the book and didn't stop until
the end, and then I wanted more.I can't wait to see where Hannah Walker takes this series. Either
way I will be there waiting to one click her next release.

The world view was acceptable, fairly well described and supported in the text. Wish I could say as
much for the relationship between Rill and Con. Unfortunately, it felt incomplete and rushed and the
miscommunication between the pair did a disservice to the reader.

This was a delightful story. Due to some of the negative comments, I almost passed it by. But I love
dragons and 's sample program makes me more likely to try something borderline. I am so glad I
did. There is intrigue, action, humor, and romance. I really enjoyed it.

This was a pleasant and quick read. The plot had some thin parts, and a couple of plot points that
could have used a good editor to correct (Rill is keeping his ability to speak to dragons a secret, but
he's also been offering classes in how to learn to speak to dragons for the past five years? What?)
There are also several places where the story is quite rushed, where characters provide exposition
with convenient conversations rather than letting situations develop slower and letting the story
show, rather than tell. The main characters' continued insistence that they "hate" one another could
stand to be toned down, as they start to read as teenagers rather than grown men, and emotional
issues could be better developed in order to be more believable. But the world-building is clever and
interesting, and the characters are amusing even when you know exactly what's going to happen (of
course Rill and Con are going to fall in love!) I enjoyed reading it, though I can't say if I'll keep much
of an eye out for a sequel.

I love dragons! I haven't enjoyed a story about dragons so much since I read the Pern stories. It's
not perfect, but it entertains, and makes me want more. I don't like the dragon pictured on the cover,
I've seen better depictions of them. While there is no cliffhanger, there are some issues not
resolved. Hopefully there won't be too long a wait for the next story. Take your time; I want it to be a
good one.

I haven't gotten captured by a dragon book since Eragon. I had a couple of late nights since it was
hard to stop reading this book. The love between the two MC's was not rushed which I appreciate,
not insta love. You not only find yourself attached to the people, but the dragons as well who have
their own distinctive personalities. I do hope there will be another book, I'd buy it in a heartbeat!

So, iâ€™ve read all of Hannahâ€™s Sci Fi series and was intrigued to see how sheâ€™d transition
from sci-fi to fantasy. I think she did an AMAZING job of transitioning !In this we meet Rillian, who is
not only a Mage but also what could be classed as a modern day â€œHorse whispererâ€• but with
Dragonâ€™s instead of horses. Heâ€™s the only one within his community that has the ability so
therefore keeps it hidden so as not to forced away from his one true love, reading. Conwyn, is the
Squad leader of the Dragon Riders, and just like the rest of the dragon riders has an EXTREMELY
close bond with his dragon, Halen.When Rillian and Conwyn are first introduced to us thereâ€™s an
obvious tension between them leaving the atmosphere frosty but also something elseâ€¦â€¦â€¦ They
rile each other up, know what buttons to press to get a reaction from the other, they generally are
rather, i wouldnâ€™t say nasty, more, fiery to each other.This is soon forgotten though when one of
the dragons starts to act out of character and the only person able to fix the issue is Rill. What
comes next, due to things Rill finds out is such an amazing story !We see the loyalty and friendship
between Rill & the dragons build up so strongly, and the connection he has with them is fantastic !!I
canâ€™t begin to put into words how much i enjoyed this story. I loved how we were shown that
each dragon at itâ€™s own uniqueness and quirk. There were plenty of laughs but there were also
tears too. I definitely think Hannah has a unique ability, being able to transition from sci fi to fantasy
without forgetting herself, still being able to pull the reader's attention in, knowing that both genres
are pretty similar. She was still able to keep the story flowing magically and kept her usual quirk of
finding alternative swear words too ! (Which i may have to use when i get angry ;) )Absolutely
LOVED IT !!!
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